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 Cut the words out from the bottom of the page, and glue
them beside the animal.
Draw a barn.
 Color the barn red.
Draw a fence.  Color the fence white.
Draw some flowers.
Draw some clouds.
Draw a sunshine.
Draw some bugs or a snake, or a rat.
Cut out the words for the other items, and glue it near the
picture.
Do you want to draw something silly for your animals, like
a neck-tie, or a hat, or beads/ necklace?
Color all of your picture to make it cool and interesting.
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goat        cow        lamb      chicken
horse   

 
fence       barn      flowers      grass 

 
clouds      sun      tie       hat      bug      

 
snake       rat

Directions for Farm Scene



This activity can be referenced to, as phonics anchors or reference points later.  It is a great
activity to have your child work on while you are accomplishing some home chores near-by.  
 
I would recommend reading the instructions and highlighting sound out or sight words that you
expect your child to know. 
 
 If your child is a very early reader, draw dots under each phonics chunk per sound  (as
introduced in previous posts)  Also, print out the journal page template that suits you.  I have
provided a few to choose from.

Inside Scoop on the Phonics here:

Notes to Parents

When two vowels go walking, the first one does the talking, and often says its
name!!  (tie, goat)

 
CVC  =  consonant vowel consonant words usually have a short vowel sound  (bug,
rat, sun, hat)
 
COW, CLOUD are great reference words for the "ou" and "ow" spelling of the same
sound...very common, kids need to know
 
HORSE is a great reference word for "or" spelling, pronounciation as in horse, corn,
more....very common, kids need to know
 
"CH"  and "CK" spellings, kids need to know sounds for.  Other words that can be
anchors for these, might be DUCK and CHIP or CHEESE
 
SNAKE- demonstrates what we call the sneakey "e".  We say the sneakey "e" goes
around, pinches the vowel and makes the vowel say its name, when in the CVe
pattern, like in cake, and hope...
 
FENCE has the "c" that says /s/.  We say, "Circle "c" with "i,e," or "y" sweetie pie!
because often if the letter c is followed by an "i, e, or y" it will have the  /s/  sound.
 
FLOWERS notice that word also has the COW  /ow/ spelled "ow," but it also has the
important /er/ spelled "er" also like in butter and runner...
 
 
 
 


